Caiman Accessories
Modular components & accessories specially designed for Caiman helmets
THE CAIMAN HEAD SYSTEM SUITE is hardwired with the hard-won experience of Special Operations Forces (SOF) users. Developed in collaboration
with a wide range of SOF operators and stakeholders, the end-result is a truly unconventional helmet suite that reflects this radical joint effort:
skeletonized, modular solutions where each component has been rigorously conceived, engineered, and tested. The Caiman Head System features
two mandible guards (ballistic and bump) and two visors (NVG arm and fixed arm). These modular components and accessories optimize the Caiman
system for a wide range of operations, including boat, vehicle, HALO/HAHO, mountain, river, and direct action missions.
Both mandible guards and both visors are compatible with all Caiman Helmet Systems—the Caiman Hybrid Helmet, the Caiman Ballistic Helmet,
and the Caiman Bump Helmet.
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CAIMAN FIXED ARM VISOR		

CAIMAN BALLISTIC MANDIBLE GUARD

CAIMAN NVG ARM VISOR
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CAIMAN BUMP MANDIBLE GUARD

The Caiman Mandible Guards come in three sizes (SM/MD;
LG; XL/XXL) aligning with the five Caiman helmet sizes and
feature an ultra-slim, ergonomic fit that ensures unencumbered head movement and maximum field-of-vision. The
mandible guards integrate with side rails through a slide,
latch, and lock system and are designed to be both tough
and flexible—allowing users to unclip and swing the mandible
guard wide open.
The Caiman Visors feature Revision’s industry-leading antifog and anti-scratch coatings, provide robust eye and face
protection, and give users multiple options for integrating with
modular systems and headborne accessories—the Fixed Arm
Visor attaches to the Wilcox® L4 Series Shroud and the NVG
Arm Visor attaches to the Wilcox L4 G24 Mount.
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